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The Voyager l spacecraft crossed the solar wind termination shock on 16 December 2004 at 94.0 AU and 
began observing a new episode of enhanced intensities of tennination shock particles (TSPs) in the 
heliosheath. Two earlier TSP episodes were observed upstream of the shock beginning in mid-2002 at 84 
AU as Voyager l and the shock were moving outward together. The upstream TSPs exhibited strong field-
aligned beaming and large spectral variability on a daily time scale that likely resulted from variations in the 
connectivity of Voyager 1 to the source at the shock. In the heliosheath the TSP intensity and spectra are 
much less variable and the field aligned streaming greatly reduced, consistent with more unifonn 
propagation conditions and a stable source intensity. The gradual evolution of the of the TSP and ACR 
spectra as Voyager l moves further beyond the shock should reveal new aspects of the heliosheath and 
acceleration ofTSPs and ACRs. 
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